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Three Questions to Ask Your Doctor About Exercise

“ I was concerned about 

starting to exercise at my age, 

but my doctor encouraged 

me. She even suggested 

ways to exercise safely, 

especially with my arthritis.” 
—Flora, age 65 

Are you considering adding exercise to your daily 
routine? Or do you want to increase your exercise 
level significantly? 

There’s a safe way for almost everyone to be more active. 
Even if you have a health condition, there are exercises you 
can do that offer great health benefits.

One way to get started is to talk with your doctor about the 
exercises and physical activities that are best for you. If you 
have a specific health issue that you are concerned about, 
ask your doctor for some tips to help you exercise safely. 
Here are some questions to consider:

      1 Are there any exercises or activities I should avoid?

Your doctor can make recommendations based on your health 
history, keeping in mind any recent surgeries or ongoing 
health conditions such as arthritis, diabetes, or heart disease.

This would be a great time to check with your doctor about 
any unexplained symptoms you’ve been experiencing, such 
as chest pain or pressure, joint pain, dizziness, or shortness 
of breath. Your doctor may recommend postponing exercise 
until the problem is diagnosed and treated.

       Is m2 y preventive care up to date?

Your doctor can tell you if there are any tests you might 
need. For example, women over age 65 should be checked 
regularly for osteoporosis. 

       3  How does my health condition affect my ability  
to exercise?

Some health conditions can affect your exercise routine. For 
example, people with arthritis may need to avoid some types of 
activity, especially when joints are swollen or inflamed. Those 
with diabetes may need to adjust their daily schedule, meal 
plan, or medications when planning their activities. Your doctor 
can talk to you about any adjustments you need to make to 
ensure that you get the most out of your new exercise routine.

Quick Tip

Your doctor can help you 
choose activities that are 
best for you and reduce  
any risks.
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l  Print useful tools.

l  Order free exercise 
guides, DVDs, posters,  
and bookmarks.
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